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We propose and analyze a protocol to study quantum information scrambling using statistical
correlations between measurements, which are performed after evolving a quantum system from
randomized initial states. We prove that the resulting correlations precisely capture the so-called
out-of-time-ordered correlators and can be used to probe chaos in strongly-interacting, many-body
systems. Our protocol requires neither reversing time evolution nor auxiliary degrees of freedom,
and can be realized in state-of-the-art quantum simulation experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in quantum simulation have en-
abled the remarkable ability to interrogate and con-
trol atomic, molecular and ionic degrees of freedom
in lattice experiments with single-site resolution [1–4].
In atomic Hubbard models with bosonic and fermionic
atoms in optical lattices, a quantum gas microscope pro-
vides us with single-shot spatial- and spin-resolved im-
ages of atomic densities. By averaging over many im-
ages, this allows one to extract spatial and spin equal-
time correlation functions, which reveal unique proper-
ties of (non−)equilibrium quantum phases [5–8]. In spin
models, as realized with trapped ions [9, 10], Rydberg
atoms [11–14] and superconducting qubits [15–18], the
state of the spins (qubits) can be measured in a given
standard basis in single-shot measurements with high fi-
delity and with high repetition rates. Building on these
tools, we will develop below quantum protocols to mea-
sure many-body observables from analyzing statistical
cross-correlations between such quantum images repre-
senting different runs of an experiment. We will see that
this provides us with simple, generic and robust tech-
niques to extract many-body observables, which are chal-
lenging to access otherwise within existing experimental
setups. In particular, we will develop novel protocols
for out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs), which are
time-dependent quantities which cannot be measured di-
rectly as a standard time-ordered correlation function.
OTOCs represent a key quantity to diagnose quantum
chaos and enable one to understand how quantum infor-
mation propagates, and “scrambles” [19], in close con-
nection to the notion of entanglement spreading [20–23].
OTOCs have been introduced to characterize quantum
dynamics, described by a unitary time evolution operator
U(t) in terms of the complexity of Heisenberg operators
W (t) = U†(t)WU(t). For chaotic dynamics, even an ini-
tially “simple” and local Hermitian operator W rapidly
becomes complex and non-local. As a consequence, after
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a short time, W (t) is delocalized and no longer commutes
with an initially non-overlapping local operator V . The
degree of non-commutativity, or equivalently the scram-
bling of W (t) is quantified by the out-of-time-ordered
correlator (OTOC), which takes the form
O(t) = Tr(ρW (t)V †W (t)V )/Tr(ρW (t)2V †V ), (1)
with ρ the initial quantum state. Note that this defi-
nition ensures that O(t) = 1 when W (t) and V com-
mute. In the following, we focus on the “infinite-
temperature” OTOC [22–25] for which ρ = I/NH, with
I the identity operator and NH the Hilbert space di-
mension. We will discuss in the outlook extensions of
our approach to thermal states. The time dependence of
O(t) can distinguish between different classes of scram-
bling, ranging from “fast scrambling” in models with
holographic duals [26–31] and chaotic many-body spin
systems [19, 22, 23, 32, 33], to “slow scrambling” char-
acteristic of many-body localization (MBL) [24, 25, 34].
These theoretical insights raise the question of how to
experimentally measure O(t), despite the peculiar time
order inherent in its definition. A first option to mea-
sure O(t) consists in implementing time-reversal op-
erations [21, 35–38], or using auxiliary quantum sys-
tems [39]. The first measurements of OTOCs were re-
alized using this approach in systems with few degrees
of freedoms [40], but also in a trapped ion setup with
infinite-range interactions [41]. However, protocols based
on realizing time-reversal operations remain for many ex-
perimental platforms — like Hubbard systems or systems
with local interactions — an experimental challenge. For
such protocols, recent studies have also shown that deco-
herence can “mimick” the effect of scrambling, and devel-
oped [38, 42] and realized [43] implementations involving
auxiliary degrees of freedoms to distinguish the two ef-
fects.
In contrast, a unique feature of our protocols to mea-
sure OTOCs via statistical correlations is that they do
not rely on time-reversal operations nor the presence
of an ancillary system. In addition, we will show that
OTOCs extracted from statistical averages provide the
key advantage to be naturally robust against various
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FIG. 1. Probing scrambling via statistical correlations in a spin system. (a) The global protocol consists in measuring separately
〈W (t)〉u,k0 and 〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 to obtain the OTOC O(t). (b) Numerical simulations of the protocol for the kicked Ising model
with parameters hx = J , hz = 0.809J , JT = 1.6, N = 8, and j = 3. The first two panels show the statistics of the measurement
at Jt = 0, and Jt = 35.2 In the third panel, the exact OTOC O(t) is shown as solid line, and the points represent the statistical
correlations obtained from Nu = 500 unitaries and NM = 500 projective measurements (per unitary), with errors bars placed
at ±2σ calculated from the Jacknife resampling method. (c) Local protocol using local random unitaries. (d) Same as (b)
with the local protocol, extracting the modified OTOC On(t) (calculated exactly, colored lines) from the statistical correlations
(circles with error bars). Convergence to the OTOC O(t) (black line) is achieved for low index n ∼ 2. Throughout this work,
we use unbiased estimators for the normalization terms D(G,L).
depolarization and readout errors. As a consequence,
our protocols can be realized in any state-of-the-art
AMO [2, 3, 44] or superconducting qubit platforms [4],
and used as experimental probes of scrambling in many-
body systems.
The present paper presents two key results related to
two protocols. First, we present the global protocol and
demonstrate the exact equivalence between the OTOC
O(t), as defined above, and the statistical correlations
obtained from initial states, which are randomized with a
global unitary operator u for the total many-body system.
We then present the local protocol, which consists of an
experimentally simpler approach for spin systems, where
the initial state is randomized with local unitary oper-
ations, and where the statistical correlations also give
access to O(t).
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the main results of this paper by describing the two pro-
tocols to measure O(t) with local and random unitaries.
Section III gives different physical examples, accessible
to current AMO and solid-state platforms. Finally, we
discuss in section IV the role of statistical errors and im-
perfections, and identify in particular the different situa-
tions (depolarization, readout errors) where the protocol
is not affected.
II. PROTOCOLS MAPPING STATISTICAL
CORRELATIONS TO OTOCS
In this section, we present and illustrate both the global
and local protocols to measure OTOCs via random mea-
surements. We consider a system S associated with a
Hilbert space of dimension NH. This can be, for ex-
ample, a set of atoms described by a Hubbard model,
or an ensemble of spin-1/2 as shown in Fig. 1(a). In
the following, we also assume the operator V to be uni-
tary, and the operator W to be Hermitian and traceless
(Tr(W ) = 0). Note that these conditions do not restrict
the ability of OTOCs to describe scrambling: For spin
systems we will consider as examples W and V to be
local Pauli operators, which are particularly relevant in
this context [22, 23]. We also give examples below that
are relevant to probe scrambling in Hubbard systems.
Our two protocols are illustrated in Fig. 1. The
first protocol described in Sec. II A relies on global ran-
dom unitaries u from the circular unitary ensemble
CUE(NH) [45] or from a unitary 2-design [46]. As il-
lustrated below for a Bose-Hubbard systems, such ran-
dom unitaries can be realized in generic interacting mod-
els using time-dependent disorder [47–49]. The sec-
ond protocol presented in Sec. II B considers spin sys-
tems with individual spin control, which allows us to
simplify drastically the experimental task by replacing
the global random unitaries by local random unitaries
u = u1 ⊗ u2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ uN , ui ∈ CUE(2), acting on single
spins i = 1, . . . , N . Note that such local random uni-
taries have been recently realized with high fidelity with
3trapped ions [10, 50].
We find it convenient to present both protocols as ex-
perimental recipes to measure the statistical correlations.
In each case, we then relate mathematically the correla-
tions to O(t).
A. The global protocol
Experimental protocol.— The protocol consists of the
following steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
(i) We prepare an arbitrary state |k0〉, and apply a
global random unitary u to obtain |ψu,k0〉 = u |k0〉. The
randomized state |ψu,k0〉 is the starting point for two in-
dependent experiments:
(ii.a) In the first experiment, we evolve the system
in time with U(t), and perform a measurement of the
expectation value of W . The time evolution operator
U(t) can be generated for instance from a static Hamil-
tonian U(t) = e−iHt, from Floquet evolution, or from
a quantum circuit operating on qubits, depending on
the type of system under study. We repeat steps (i)
and (ii.a) with the same random unitary u to mea-
sure 〈W (t)〉u,k0 = 〈ψu,k0 |W (t) |ψu,k0〉, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a).
(ii.b) In the second experiment, we prepare again
|ψu,k0〉 and apply the unitary V . This operation is
followed by the time evolution with U(t), and a mea-
surement of W . We repeat this sequence to obtain
〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 = 〈ψu,k0 |V †W (t)V |ψu,k0〉, as shown in
Fig. 1(a).
(iii) Finally, we repeat steps (i) and (ii) for different
random unitaries. The OTOC O(t), as defined in Eq. (1),




†W (t)V 〉u,k0 , (2)
between the measurement outcomes 〈W (t)〉u,k0 and
〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 of (ii.a) and (ii.b), respectively. Here,
· · · denotes the ensemble average over random unitaries
u, and D(G) = 〈W (t)〉2u,k0 is a normalization term.
Proof and illustration.— Eq. (2) can be proven using
the 2-design identities, which provide analytical expres-
sions for the statistical correlations between the matrix
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,
with δ the Kronecker delta. In order to simplify the
proofs, we use in this work a diagrammatic representation
of Eq. (3) where the contraction of the different indices
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FIG. 2. Identities for our protocol with global unitaries. (a)
Diagrammatic representation of the 2-design identities of the
CUE Eq. (3). (b) Correlations between two measurements
with A = W (t), B = V †W (t)V . Here we have introduced the
notation for the initial pure density matrix ρ0 = |k0〉 〈k0|.
allows us to prove in Fig. 2(b) the identity
〈W (t)〉u〈V †W (t)V 〉u = c
∑
τ=I,Swap
Tr[τ(W (t)⊗ V †W (t)V )]
= c Tr[W (t)V †W (t)V ], (4)
with c = [NH(NH + 1)]−1. The trace in the first line
is performed over an extended Hilbert space H ⊗ H,
where H is the Hilbert space of dimension NH, and the
swap operator is Swap(|k〉 ⊗ |k′〉) = |k′〉 ⊗ |k〉 for each
pair of states |k〉, |k′〉. The condition of traceless op-
erator Tr[W (t)] = 0, and the identity Tr[Swap(W (t) ⊗
V †W (t)V )] = Tr[W (t)V †W (t)V ] yield the second line of
Eq. (4). Finally, to conclude our proof, we use the same
identity with V → I to prove that the denominator in
Eq. (2) reduces to cTr(W 2(t)).
As an illustration, we present in Fig. 1(b) the intu-
itive physical picture behind this result (based on re-
alizing U(t) for the kicked Ising model, see caption
and text below). At t = 0, the measurement of
W (0) = W = σzj (j > 1) is not affected by the oper-
ator V = σz1 , which distinguishes the two initial states
|ψu,k0〉 and V |ψu,k0〉. Indeed, [V,W (0)] = 0 and hence
〈W (0)〉u,k0 = 〈V †W (0)V 〉u,k0 , implying perfect correla-
tions, i.e., O(0) = 1 (up to shot noise errors, see be-
low), see Fig. 1(b) left panel. At later times (middle
panel), when [V,W (t)] 6= 0 due to the spreading of W (t),
the value of 〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 becomes decorrelated from
〈W (t)〉u,k0 . Note that in analogy to our approach the
distance between a quantum state and a (physical) copy,
4which is perturbed at t = 0 by the operator V , has been
proposed to numerically detect scrambling [53, 54].
In an experiment, a finite number of Nu random uni-
taries is realized to measure O(t) based on Eq. (2). Fur-
thermore the operator W is measured via a finite number
of projective measurements NM per unitary. The finite
values of Nu and NM will thus lead to statistical errors.
To illustrate this aspect, we compare in Fig. 1(b) the time
evolution of O(t) with the estimation obtained from a fi-
nite realistic number of measurements [10] (circles with
statistical error bars). We analyze in more details in
Sec. IV the role of statistical errors.
One of the experimental challenges in the protocol
presented above consists in generating, with high fi-
delity, global random unitaries u satisfying the 2−design
properties. In quantum simulators implementing Hub-
bard or spin models, this can be done using random
quenches based on time-dependent disorder potentials
(see Refs. [48, 49] and example in Sec. III A). We now
proceed to describe an experimentally significantly sim-
pler protocol for spin systems, which only requires to gen-
erate local random unitaries acting on individual spins.
These unitaries can be realized by combining local rota-
tions along a fixed axis of the Bloch sphere, say the z
axis, with global rotations along an orthogonal direction,
for instance the x axis [10, 50], and can therefore be im-
plemented in present qubit experiments with single-site
control, e.g. with trapped ions [2], Rydberg atoms [3] or
superconducting qubits [4].
B. The local protocol
The protocol— We now describe our protocol based
on local unitaries. The main difference compared to
the protocol presented in Sec. II A is that we need to
consider here an ensemble En = {|k0〉 , . . . } of initial
states, instead of a single one |k0〉, in order to obtain
a mapping between statistical correlations and OTOCs.
The states |ks〉 = |k(1)s , k(2)s , . . .〉, which we consider are
written as product states in a standard fixed basis, i.e.,
k
(i)
s =↑, ↓, and could be easily prepared in an experi-
ment with single-site control. For this second protocol,
each state |ks〉 ∈ En is subject to the same local unitary
u = u1 ⊗ . . . uN , which gives access to the random mea-
surement 〈W (t)〉u,ks after time-evolution with U(t), c.f.
Fig. 1(c). In a second step, we access 〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 for
a single initial state |k0〉, e.g., |k0〉 = |↓, . . . , ↓〉, and the
same random unitary u, as in Sec. II A. From these mea-






cks〈W (t)〉u,ks〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 , (5)
with D(L)n = ∑ks∈En cks〈W (t)〉u,ks〈W (t)〉u,k0 , and
weights cks . In the following, we show how to choose the
ensembles En and weights cks , so that the correlations
On(t) represent a converging series, indexed by n, of
“modified OTOCs” approximating O(t). The low-order
OTOCs O0,1,...(t), which correspond to small numbers
of initial states to sample, and are thus the easiest
quantities to access experimentally, provide generically
good approximations of O(t). We will also prove, in the
other limit n = N , the exact relation ON (t) = O(t).
Introducing the modified OTOCs— Here, for concrete-
ness we consider V to be a Pauli operator on the first
site i = 1. For each value of n = 0, . . . , N , we then
define the ensemble En as the set of all 2
n configura-
tions |ks〉, such that only the states of the first n spins





0 for i > n. For instance, for n = 0 (n = 1,
respectively), which we study in detail below, the ensem-
ble S0 = {|k0〉} (S1 = {|k0〉 , σx1 |k0〉}) is represented by
a single state (just two states). As proven in App. A, by
choosing the weights cks = (−1/2)d[k0,ks], with d[k0, ks]
the Hamming distance (the number of spin flips between
|k0〉 and |ks〉), we can relate the statistical correlations
On(t) to “modified OTOCs”
On(t) =
∑
A,Bn⊆A TrA (W (t)A(VW (t)V )A)∑
A,Bn⊆A TrA (W (t)AW (t)A)
, (6)
which converge to O(t) for n = N [55]. Here, the sums
in the first line are performed over all partitions A which
include the set Bn = {1, . . . , n} of the first n spins (for
n = 0, B0 = ∅ is empty), and the traces are performed
over reduced operators WA(t) = TrS−A(W (t)), and
(VW (t)V )A = TrS−A(VW (t)V ). The modified OTOCs
On(t) are thus sums of out-of-time-ordered functions of
the different reduced operators W (t)A, (VW (t)V )A.
Properties of the modified OTOCs and illustrations—
The identity Eq. (6) shows that the index n plays the
role of a spatial resolution controlling how On(t) ap-
proximates O(t). For all contributing partitions A,
{1 . . . n} ⊆ A, the information about the first n spins
is preserved when reducing the operators W (t)→W (t)A
VW (t)V → (VW (t)V )A. In particular, for the maxi-
mal spatial resolution n = N , statistical correlations are
exactly the OTOC ON (t) = O(t). In the opposite case
of n = 0, all partitions A ⊆ S of the system contribute
to O0(t). For O1(t), the information related to the sup-
port of V (here the first site) is “resolved” so that we
can expect a better approximation to O(t), and so on for
n = 2, 3 . . . . Note that our construction of the sets En
can be generalized easily to other positions of V , but also
to multi-site operators.
An illustration of this protocol is shown in Fig. 1(d)
[compare to Fig. 1(b)], where we represent On(t) (solid
lines), and the corresponding statistical correlations ob-
tained by simulating numerically the protocol. For n = 0,
the modified OTOC captures the scrambling time as O(t)
but saturates to a non-zero value at long times. For
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . the values of On(t) are in good quanti-
tative agreement with O(t). We also note that for short
times the local protocol has an advantage compared to
the global protocol in terms of statistical errors, as we
explain below.
5III. REALIZATIONS OF THE PROTOCOLS IN
DIFFERENT PHYSICAL SCENARIOS
This section is devoted to physical examples which can
be accessed with our protocol. In this first case Sec. III A,
we show how to apply the global protocol in an atomic
Bose-Hubbard system. We then focus on the local proto-
col and analyze for chaotic (Sec. III B), many-body local-
ized (Sec. III C) and long-range spin models (Sec. III D)
the behavior of modified OTOCs On(t). We analyze in
particular both via analytical models and numerical sim-
ulations the convergence properties of On(t) to O(t).
A. Implementation of the global protocol in a
Bose-Hubbard chain
We now present an example to illustrate the differ-
ent steps of the protocol with global unitaries and con-
sider the situation of scrambling dynamics of the Bose-













with ai bosonic operators and ni = a
†
iai. We con-
sider here the OTOC dynamics for the unitary V =
exp(−ipia†1a1) and the traceless observable W = nj+1 −
nj .
We first illustrate the mapping Eq. (2) in Fig. 3 by
comparing O(t) [panel (a)] and the corresponding statis-
tical correlations [panel (b)], where Nu = 1000 random
unitaries were sampled numerically from the CUE. As-
suming here no projection noise NM → ∞, we obtain a
very good agreement between the two quantities. Note as
in the case of the spin models described below the char-
acteristic “scrambling time” for the OTOCs varies essen-
tially linearly with the position of the operators, showing
the existence of a “butterfly” velocity.
We now discuss the physical realization of the global
random unitaries u. Unitaries satisfying the required
2-design properties can be generated using the same















j a random disorder potential, which is reini-
tialized for each quench m, and the quench time T . As
shown in Refs. [48, 49], such random quenches generate
efficiently, in each particle number sector, unitaries satis-
fying the required 2-design properties of the CUE, after
a time ηT ≈ N . This is illustrated in Fig. 3(c-d) for two
different operatorsW positions: for η ≥ N , the generated
u converged to the CUE (with respect to the required 2-







































FIG. 3. Scrambling in the BH chain (a) OTOC O(t) for dif-
ferent positions j = 2, . . . , N − 1 (green to purple) of the
operator W (see text). (b) O(t) estimated with Nu = 1000
unitaries u sampled numerically from the Haar measure. (c-
d) Comparison between O(t) and corresponding estimations
via statistical correlations, where u is prepared via η random
quenches, with j = 7 (c) and j = 4 (d), and Nu = 1000. Here,
∆
(m)
j is sampled from a uniform distribution of width 2J , and
the quench time is T = 1/J . For all panels, we consider N = 8
lattice sites with |k0〉 = |10101010〉 in the number basis, and
Uint = 2J . In panels (b-d), error bars at 2 standard devia-
tions are calculated from Jacknife resampling method. Here,
we consider NM →∞.
correlations coincide within the statistical error bars with
O(t).
B. Chaotic dynamics with modified OTOCs
In the rest of this section, we focus on spin models
with OTOCs measured by local unitaries. To illustrate
the ability of the modified OTOCs On(t) Eq. (6) to ap-
proximate O(t), we first consider scrambling in chaotic
spin models, which is characterized by two key features:
The support of an operator W (t) that is initially localized
grows ballistically with a “butterfly velocity” vB , and the
operator front traveling at vB broadens diffusively [19,
22, 23]. The ballistic growth can be captured by a simple
phenomenological model, which assumes that U(t) takes
the form U(t) = U [L(t)]1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U [L(t)]N/L(t), where
the Haar random unitaries U [L(t)] ∈ CUE(2L(t)) de-
scribe scrambling on a linearly growing scale L(t) =
1 + floor(vBt). For W = σ
z
j and V = σ
z
1 , we obtain
in leading order in L(t) 1 [32]
O(t) = 1 (j > L(t)) O(t) = − 1
4L(t)
(j ≤ L(t)),(9)












































FIG. 4. On(t) vs. O(t) for chaotic dynamics in the kicked
Ising model. All plots represent for N = 8 sites the modified
OTOCs On(t), for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and the OTOC O(t). The
dashed line shows the predicted value 1/3 for O0(t) for Haar
scrambling. (a) For hx = 0.75J , and j = 3, the OTOC decay
is fast and well captured by the low-order OTOCs On(t). (b)
For a larger j = 7 operator position, the OTOC decay is
slower, as a consequence of the diffusive broadening of W (t).
(c) For j = 7, and hx = J , the decay of O(t) is fast but
accompanied by strong oscillations, which are also resolved
by the modified OTOCs. (d) For a fixed long time Jt = 35.2,
the modified OTOCs provide good approximations to O(t),
in particular in the regime hx ≥ 0.75J . Other parameters are
hz = 0.809J , and JT = 1.6.
and, as shown in App. B,




O1(t) = 1 (j > L(t)) O1(t) = − 1
2L(t)+1
(j ≤ L(t)),
Here, O(t) represents the average OTOC over the uni-
taries U , whereas the expression for On(t) corresponds
to including the sampling over U in the ensemble aver-
age · · · [56]. All OTOCs O(t) = O0,1(t) = 1 coincide
thus at short times when W (t) and V commute exactly.
At the “scrambling time” tB = r/vB (r = j − 1), O(t)
and O0,1(t) exhibit a sharp drop. For t > tB , O(t), and
O1(t) are exponentially suppressed while O0(t) converges
to 1/3.
We now confront these analytical predictions with nu-
merical simulations of the kicked Ising model, which is






















with m a positive integer, and T the period of the Floquet
system. Throughout this work, we use open boundary
conditions (OBC). The results are shown in Fig. 4, where
we compare the modified OTOCs for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 with
O(t). In panel (a) corresponding to an operator position
j = 4, the scrambling dynamics described by O(t) is fast
in the sense that it occurs at a time tB ∼ j/J . This
behavior is qualitatively captured by the first modified
OTOC, with fast decay at the scrambling time and satu-
ration at the predicted value 1/3 of our phenomenological
model. Interestingly, the convergence of On(t) to O(t) is
achieved for small values n & 1. In panel (b), we rep-
resent the same quantities for a distant operator j = 7.
In this case, the dynamics of the OTOC includes a long
time slow behavior, which we attribute to the diffusive
character of the operator W (t) [22, 23]. This additional
complexity of the operators [compared to ballistic spread-
ing as in (a)] is captured for spatial resolutions n & 4. In
panel (c), we show another example of deviation from bal-
listic scrambling, with strong oscillations of the OTOCs
which are quantitatively captured for n ≥ 2, 3. Finally,
we show in panel (d) the different regimes of scrambling
as a function of the transverse field hx for a fixed large
time Jt = 35.2. All modified OTOCs identify a region of
fast scrambling around hx ∼ J . Interestingly, the modi-
fied OTOCs with n ≥ 1 provide excellent approximation
to O(t) also in a regime of slow scrambling hx ≥ 1.25J .
Finally, for hx ≤ 0.75J , an increased resolution is neces-
sary to access O(t). This example shows that the required
resolution n to access O(t) up to a given error depends on
the type of evolution realized by U(t), and is generically
small. Also note that these results also suggest that the
convergence properties of the series On(t) can be useful
to identify different regimes of scrambling.
C. MBL dynamics with modified OTOCs
As a second example, with opposite type of scram-
bling, we consider MBL, which is the paradigmatic ex-
ample of a closed quantum system which does not ther-
malize [57, 58]. As a key signature, the decay of O(t) is
slow : it occurs at a characteristic time tB which scales
exponentially with the distance r between the support of
W and V at t = 0 [24, 25], which has to be contrasted to
the linear increasing tB ∝ r of chaotic systems.
To begin our analysis, we first calculate the modified
OTOC O0,1(t) for the phenomenological `-bit model [59,













with hzi random fields, JR,ij random interactions
strengths which are taken uniformly in [−Jz, Jz], and ξ
the localization length. Here, we only consider 2-body
interaction terms, which is sufficient to show that MBL
exhibits slow scrambling [24, 25]. With U(t) = e−iHt,
W = σxj , and V = σ
x









, O1(t) = O(t), (13)
with r = j − 1. Thus, for slow MBL scrambling, O0(t)


































Jz = 0Jz = J
O1(t) = O(t)
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FIG. 5. MBL dynamics. (a) Values of O(t) and O0,1(t)
in the `-bit model. (b-d) Numerical simulations for a dis-
ordered XXZ chain showing that the generic and scaling of
O0(t) match O(t), while O(t) ≈ O1(t). We used 20 random
realizations of the disorder. Green to purple curves repre-
sent increasing values of j = 2, . . . , N . The lines (circles)
correspond to MBL Jz = J (Anderson Jz = 0) dynamics,
respectively. The x-axis was rescaled using a fitted localiza-
tion length ξ = 2. Other parameters: N = 8, ∆ = 10J .
The dashed lines represent the predictions O(∞) = 0 and
O0(∞) = 1/2.
obtain an exact equivalence between the one-site resolved
modified OTOCs O1(t) and O(t). In the non-interacting
case Jz = 0, each `-bit evolves independently O(t) =
O0,1(t) = 1 = const. With interactions Jz > 0, the decay
of both O(t) = O1(t), and O0(t) occurs at tc = e
r/ξ/Jz.
This analytical result is shown in Fig. 5(a). Note that
similar to the case of chaotic dynamics, O(t) tends to
zero at long times while O0(t) saturates to a finite value,
here 1/2. These results are confirmed by our numeri-
cal simulations of a disordered XXZ chain [61] shown in
Fig. 5(b-d). For the non-interacting case Jz = 0, both
OTOCs values remain close to 1. In the MBL phase, the
decay of O0,1(t) exhibits the expected exponential scaling
with the distance r, and converges at long times to the
predicted values of 1/2, 0, respectively. As predicted by
the `-bit model, the values of O(t) and O1(t) are almost
identical.
D. Information scrambling by long-range
interactions with modified OTOCs
So far we have considered examples where interactions
were local, with analytical models supporting the state-
ment that low-order n modified OTOCs provide good
approximations of O(t). To conclude, we study numeri-
cally scrambling in a long range interacting model. This
situation is particularly interesting as the decay of the
OTOCs is not necessarily controlled by a butterfly veloc-
ity associated with the presence of a light cone [62, 63].
Here, we consider a long-range XY model, realized for
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FIG. 6. Scrambling with long-range interactions (a-b) OTOC
O(t) for N = 8, and two values of α = 1.5, 0.5. (c-d) Same as
(a-b) for the modified OTOC O3(t), which also distinguishes
the two regimes of scrambling.
instance in trapped ion experiments [2], with time evolu-












with α a positive number controlling the range of the
interactions.
We show in Fig. 6 the space-time expansion of O(t)
and O3(t) for two different values of α. For α = 1.5, the
system satisfies Lieb-Robinson bounds [62, 63] meaning
that the system behaves effectively as if the interactions
were local. This manifests by a light-cone spreading of
the OTOCs. Conversely, for α = 0.5, the characteristic
decay time of O(t) is superlinear with respect to the op-
erator position j. These two types of behaviors are well
captured by the modified OTOC O3(t).
IV. ERRORS AND IMPERFECTIONS
We conclude our manuscript by presenting a study of
errors and imperfections. From this analysis, we can
draw the conclusion that OTOCs can be measured with
good precision in AMO and superconducting qubit exper-
iments with current technology, and with total number
of measurements compatible with state-of-the-art repeti-
tions rates [10].
A. Statistical errors
Statistical errors arise in an experiment from a fi-
nite number NM of measurements per random uni-
tary u to access the expectation values 〈W (t)〉u,k0 and
〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 , and from a finite number of random uni-
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(c) (d)
FIG. 7. Statistical errors, imperfections and decoherence. (a-
b) Statistical errors for global and local protocols in the case
of the scrambling model Eqs. (9), (10). For NM  2N (a),
resp. NM  2L (b), the errors reach a statistical plateau
at 1/
√
Nu. For the simulations of the global protocols, with
use two values of N = 4, 8 (circles, stars). (c) Effects of
depolarization on statistical errors: this decoherence mecha-
nism rescales the values of the observables, this implies that
one should perform a slightly larger number of measurements
to access O1(t) with a given precision. (d) Decoherence vs.
scrambling in the kicked Ising model. Each qubit is subject
to spontaneous emission with rate γ. Parameters are N = 6,
j = 4, hx = J , hz = 0.809J , NM =∞, Nu = 100. The effect
of decoherence manifests by an increase of the correlations at
long times.
This results in deviations E = |[O(t)]e − O(t)| between
estimated and exact correlation coefficients.
The scaling of statistical errors can be explained best
in terms of the phenomenological model for scrambling
Eqs. (9),(10). Accordingly, using global unitaries, the
typical value of 〈W (t)〉u,k0 ∼ 1/
√
2N is suppressed expo-
nentially. The number of projective measurements NM
required to access O(t) up to a given error thus scales as
2N . The protocol based on local unitaries accessing On(t)
has a crucial advantage, provided low resolution n  N
is sufficient to approximate O(t). The typical value of
the expectation values 〈W (t)〉u,ks ∼ 1/
√
2L(t) scales in-
stead with the effective complexity 2L(t) of the opera-
tor. Accordingly, the early-time dynamics of large chaotic
systems subject to Lieb-Robinson bounds [22, 23], but
also the long-time evolution of an MBL system, both of
which correspond to small scrambling lengths L(t) N ,
are accessible with a moderate number of measurements
∼ 2L(t). These findings are confirmed by the numerical
simulations of Fig. 7 showing the statistical error E for
the global protocol [panel (a)] and the corresponding er-
ror E1 for the local protocol with n = 1 [panel (b)]. Note
that for both protocols, when convergence with respect
to NM is reached, the typical statistical error is 1/
√
Nu
(consistent with the central limit theorem).
B. Imperfections and decoherence
Our protocol has a certain robustness against vari-
ous types of experimental imperfections and decoher-
ence. For instance, the detrimental effect of the imperfect
implementation of local random unitaries u is strongly
suppressed when performing the ensemble average, c.f.
App. F 1. The protocol is also robust against readout er-
rors. In the case of decoherence, depolarization noise only
rescales the values of the measurements of W , while leav-
ing statistical correlations unaltered, see App. F 2 and
Fig. 7(c). For other sources of decoherence, the values
of correlations can be affected, but in a way which can
be clearly distinguished from unitary scrambling. While
scrambling generically leads to a decay of statistical cor-
relations, decoherence increases correlations. This be-
havior, which is opposite to the case of protocols based
on the reversal of time evolution [38, 42, 43], can be un-
derstood by noting that, for a Markovian dissipative evo-
lution, the distance between two different states always
decreases with time [64]. This is illustrated in Fig. 7(d)
for the estimation of the modified OTOC [O0(t)]e.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In the present work we provide novel protocols to mea-
sure OTOCs for spin models, based on statistical cor-
relations between measurement outcomes obtained from
random initial states from both global and local ran-
dom unitaries. These protocols can be implemented in
state-of-the-art quantum simulation experiments on var-
ious physical platforms, in particular in Rydberg atoms,
trapped ions, or superconducting qubits, which provide
high repetition rates. The paradigm of extracting non-
standard correlation functions of quantum many-body
systems from statistical correlations points to several in-
teresting future developments. This includes extensions
to measure modified OTOCs for Hubbard models [44].
We also present indications in App. G that the proto-
col can be adapted to access OTOCs for thermal states.
This could be used to extract the crucial temperature de-
pendence of the Lyapunov exponents in models of high-
energy physics such as SYK [26–31].
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9Appendix A: Correspondence between statistical
correlations and OTOCs with local unitaries
In this section, we prove the relation between statisti-
cal correlations and OTOCs, for the second protocol with
local random unitaries u = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uN , where each ui
is sampled independently from CUE(d), d being the local
Hilbert space dimension (d = 2 for the spins 1/2 consid-
ered here). Here, we extend our diagrammatic approach
introducing a Matrix-Product-Operator (MPO) [66] rep-
resentation for the operators W (t) and V . This is shown
in Fig. 8: each (blue) physical index is contracted follow-
ing the 2-design rule shown in panel (a) while the (green)
bond links remain unchanged. To simplify the derivation
of the proof, we rewrite On(t) as




with 〈W (t)〉u,n ≡
∑
ks∈En(−1/2)d[ks,k0]〈W (t)〉u,ks =
Tr(rnW (t)), with the operator rn = r1,n ⊗ · · · ⊗ r1,N
written as a tensor product with ri,n = |k(i)0 〉 〈k(i)0 | −
1/2
(
σxi |k(i)0 〉 〈k(i)0 |σxi
)
δi≤n. The operator rn gathers
all the information about the initial states |ks〉 ∈ En,
and corresponding chosen weights cks = (−1/2)d[k0,ks].
Finally, we also use the tensor product decomposition
ρ0 = ρ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρN , with ρi = |k(i)0 〉 〈k(i)0 |.
We can now prove graphically in Fig. 8












Tr(τW (t)⊗ VW (t)V ),
where the index n is omitted in the graphics. The en-





i>n τi, τi = Ii,Swapi, with the
local swap operator Swapi |ki〉 ⊗ |k′i〉 = |k′i〉 ⊗ |ki〉. This
leads directly to the desired equality
On(t) =
∑
τ∈E(L)n Tr[τ(W (t)⊗ V
†W (t)V )]∑












In particular for n = N , we obtain ON (t) = O(t).
Appendix B: OTOCs for Haar scrambling
We now prove Eqs. (9), (10) of the main text. The case
j > L(t) is straightforward due to the commutativity of
V and W . For j ≤ L(t), the equality written for the
OTOC O(t) follows directly from the 2-design identities
[c.f. Fig. 9(a)], and can also be found in Ref. [32].
For the modified OTOCs, we use the mapping to statis-
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<latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu 3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5fdU rOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu 3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5fdU rOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu 3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5fdU rOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu 3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5fdU rOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit>
Y
i>n
<latexit sha1_base64="It/FLTr2xjx8EdTKHAPKyXYy8OI=">AAAB83icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozIuhKim5cVrAX6Awlk0nb0EwSkoxQhr6GGxeKuPVl3Pk2pu0stPW HwMd/zuGc/LHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG1kpgltEcml7sbYUM4EbVlmOe0qTXEac9qJx3ezeueJasOkeLQTRaMUDwUbMIKts8JQaZn0c3aDxLRfrfl1fy60CkEBNSjU7Fe/wkSSLKXCEo6N6QW+slGOtWWE02klzAxVmIzxkPYcCpxSE+Xzm6fozDkJGkjtnrBo7v6eyHFqzCSNXWeK7cgs12bmf7VeZgfXUc6EyiwVZLFokHFkJZoFgBKmKbF84gATzdytiIyw xsS6mCouhGD5y6vQvqgHjh8ua43bIo4ynMApnEMAV9CAe2hCCwgoeIZXePMy78V79z4WrSWvmDmGP/I+fwDfOJGP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="It/FLTr2xjx8EdTKHAPKyXYy8OI=">AAAB83icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozIuhKim5cVrAX6Awlk0nb0EwSkoxQhr6GGxeKuPVl3Pk2pu0stPW HwMd/zuGc/LHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG1kpgltEcml7sbYUM4EbVlmOe0qTXEac9qJx3ezeueJasOkeLQTRaMUDwUbMIKts8JQaZn0c3aDxLRfrfl1fy60CkEBNSjU7Fe/wkSSLKXCEo6N6QW+slGOtWWE02klzAxVmIzxkPYcCpxSE+Xzm6fozDkJGkjtnrBo7v6eyHFqzCSNXWeK7cgs12bmf7VeZgfXUc6EyiwVZLFokHFkJZoFgBKmKbF84gATzdytiIyw xsS6mCouhGD5y6vQvqgHjh8ua43bIo4ynMApnEMAV9CAe2hCCwgoeIZXePMy78V79z4WrSWvmDmGP/I+fwDfOJGP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="It/FLTr2xjx8EdTKHAPKyXYy8OI=">AAAB83icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozIuhKim5cVrAX6Awlk0nb0EwSkoxQhr6GGxeKuPVl3Pk2pu0stPW HwMd/zuGc/LHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG1kpgltEcml7sbYUM4EbVlmOe0qTXEac9qJx3ezeueJasOkeLQTRaMUDwUbMIKts8JQaZn0c3aDxLRfrfl1fy60CkEBNSjU7Fe/wkSSLKXCEo6N6QW+slGOtWWE02klzAxVmIzxkPYcCpxSE+Xzm6fozDkJGkjtnrBo7v6eyHFqzCSNXWeK7cgs12bmf7VeZgfXUc6EyiwVZLFokHFkJZoFgBKmKbF84gATzdytiIyw xsS6mCouhGD5y6vQvqgHjh8ua43bIo4ynMApnEMAV9CAe2hCCwgoeIZXePMy78V79z4WrSWvmDmGP/I+fwDfOJGP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="It/FLTr2xjx8EdTKHAPKyXYy8OI=">AAAB83icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCozIuhKim5cVrAX6Awlk0nb0EwSkoxQhr6GGxeKuPVl3Pk2pu0stPW HwMd/zuGc/LHizFjf//ZKa+sbm1vl7crO7t7+QfXwqG1kpgltEcml7sbYUM4EbVlmOe0qTXEac9qJx3ezeueJasOkeLQTRaMUDwUbMIKts8JQaZn0c3aDxLRfrfl1fy60CkEBNSjU7Fe/wkSSLKXCEo6N6QW+slGOtWWE02klzAxVmIzxkPYcCpxSE+Xzm6fozDkJGkjtnrBo7v6eyHFqzCSNXWeK7cgs12bmf7VeZgfXUc6EyiwVZLFokHFkJZoFgBKmKbF84gATzdytiIyw xsS6mCouhGD5y6vQvqgHjh8ua43bIo4ynMApnEMAV9CAe2hCCwgoeIZXePMy78V79z4WrSWvmDmGP/I+fwDfOJGP</latexit>
Swapj(Aj ⌦Bj)
<latexit sha1_base64="cVfPPReiL1OBIoTYWOO4cTkMzRY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFWCkGAsZWEsgj6kJooc12nd2klkO6Aq6sjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C 0GaDlSFc6Oude3XuPHzMqlWV9G4Wl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3N1rySgRmDRxxCLR8ZEkjIakqahipBMLgrjPSNsfXWV++54ISaPwTo1j4nLUD2lAMVJa8sxDhyM1EDy9fUDxxBtWLr2hEynKiYR1b3jimWWrak0BF4mdkzLI0fDML6cX4YSTUGGGpOzaVqzcFAlFMSOTkpNIEiM8Qn3S1TREepObTh+ZwGOt9GAQCV2hglP190SKuJRj7uvO7Gw572Xif143UcGFm9IwT hQJ8WxRkDCoIpilAntUEKzYWBOEBdW3QjxAAmGlsyvpEOz5lxdJ67Rqa35zVq7V8ziK4AAcgQqwwTmogWvQAE2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWWjDymX3wB8bnD3cWmZU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cVfPPReiL1OBIoTYWOO4cTkMzRY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFWCkGAsZWEsgj6kJooc12nd2klkO6Aq6sjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C 0GaDlSFc6Oude3XuPHzMqlWV9G4Wl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3N1rySgRmDRxxCLR8ZEkjIakqahipBMLgrjPSNsfXWV++54ISaPwTo1j4nLUD2lAMVJa8sxDhyM1EDy9fUDxxBtWLr2hEynKiYR1b3jimWWrak0BF4mdkzLI0fDML6cX4YSTUGGGpOzaVqzcFAlFMSOTkpNIEiM8Qn3S1TREepObTh+ZwGOt9GAQCV2hglP190SKuJRj7uvO7Gw572Xif143UcGFm9IwT hQJ8WxRkDCoIpilAntUEKzYWBOEBdW3QjxAAmGlsyvpEOz5lxdJ67Rqa35zVq7V8ziK4AAcgQqwwTmogWvQAE2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWWjDymX3wB8bnD3cWmZU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cVfPPReiL1OBIoTYWOO4cTkMzRY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFWCkGAsZWEsgj6kJooc12nd2klkO6Aq6sjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C 0GaDlSFc6Oude3XuPHzMqlWV9G4Wl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3N1rySgRmDRxxCLR8ZEkjIakqahipBMLgrjPSNsfXWV++54ISaPwTo1j4nLUD2lAMVJa8sxDhyM1EDy9fUDxxBtWLr2hEynKiYR1b3jimWWrak0BF4mdkzLI0fDML6cX4YSTUGGGpOzaVqzcFAlFMSOTkpNIEiM8Qn3S1TREepObTh+ZwGOt9GAQCV2hglP190SKuJRj7uvO7Gw572Xif143UcGFm9IwT hQJ8WxRkDCoIpilAntUEKzYWBOEBdW3QjxAAmGlsyvpEOz5lxdJ67Rqa35zVq7V8ziK4AAcgQqwwTmogWvQAE2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWWjDymX3wB8bnD3cWmZU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cVfPPReiL1OBIoTYWOO4cTkMzRY=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFWCkGAsZWEsgj6kJooc12nd2klkO6Aq6sjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C 0GaDlSFc6Oude3XuPHzMqlWV9G4Wl5ZXVteJ6aWNza3vH3N1rySgRmDRxxCLR8ZEkjIakqahipBMLgrjPSNsfXWV++54ISaPwTo1j4nLUD2lAMVJa8sxDhyM1EDy9fUDxxBtWLr2hEynKiYR1b3jimWWrak0BF4mdkzLI0fDML6cX4YSTUGGGpOzaVqzcFAlFMSOTkpNIEiM8Qn3S1TREepObTh+ZwGOt9GAQCV2hglP190SKuJRj7uvO7Gw572Xif143UcGFm9IwT hQJ8WxRkDCoIpilAntUEKzYWBOEBdW3QjxAAmGlsyvpEOz5lxdJ67Rqa35zVq7V8ziK4AAcgQqwwTmogWvQAE2AwSN4Bq/gzXgyXox342PWWjDymX3wB8bnD3cWmZU=</latexit>
Y
jN
<latexit sha1_base64="CuuH0AEdPL63WrIKCPGgjbO/O6Y=">AAAB9XicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZkRQZdFN66kgr1AZyyZzJk2NpMMSUYpQ9/DjQtF3Pou7nwb03YW2vpD4OM/53BO/jDlTBvX/XaWl ldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvLTFFoUsml6oREA2cCmoYZDp1UAUlCDu1weDWptx9BaSbFnRmlECSkL1jMKDHWuvdTJaNe/uBzwDfjXqXq1typ8CJ4BVRRoUav8uVHkmYJCEM50brruakJcqIMoxzGZT/TkBI6JH3oWhQkAR3k06vH+Ng6EY6lsk8YPHV/T+Qk0XqUhLYzIWag52sT879aNzPxRZAzkWYGBJ0tijOOjcSTCHDEFFDDRxYIVczeiumAKEKNDapsQ/Dmv7wIrdOaZ/n2rFq/LOIooUN0hE6Qh85RHV2jBmoiihR6Rq/ozXlyXpx 352PWuuQUMwfoj5zPH28LknM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CuuH0AEdPL63WrIKCPGgjbO/O6Y=">AAAB9XicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZkRQZdFN66kgr1AZyyZzJk2NpMMSUYpQ9/DjQtF3Pou7nwb03YW2vpD4OM/53BO/jDlTBvX/XaWl ldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvLTFFoUsml6oREA2cCmoYZDp1UAUlCDu1weDWptx9BaSbFnRmlECSkL1jMKDHWuvdTJaNe/uBzwDfjXqXq1typ8CJ4BVRRoUav8uVHkmYJCEM50brruakJcqIMoxzGZT/TkBI6JH3oWhQkAR3k06vH+Ng6EY6lsk8YPHV/T+Qk0XqUhLYzIWag52sT879aNzPxRZAzkWYGBJ0tijOOjcSTCHDEFFDDRxYIVczeiumAKEKNDapsQ/Dmv7wIrdOaZ/n2rFq/LOIooUN0hE6Qh85RHV2jBmoiihR6Rq/ozXlyXpx 352PWuuQUMwfoj5zPH28LknM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CuuH0AEdPL63WrIKCPGgjbO/O6Y=">AAAB9XicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZkRQZdFN66kgr1AZyyZzJk2NpMMSUYpQ9/DjQtF3Pou7nwb03YW2vpD4OM/53BO/jDlTBvX/XaWl ldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvLTFFoUsml6oREA2cCmoYZDp1UAUlCDu1weDWptx9BaSbFnRmlECSkL1jMKDHWuvdTJaNe/uBzwDfjXqXq1typ8CJ4BVRRoUav8uVHkmYJCEM50brruakJcqIMoxzGZT/TkBI6JH3oWhQkAR3k06vH+Ng6EY6lsk8YPHV/T+Qk0XqUhLYzIWag52sT879aNzPxRZAzkWYGBJ0tijOOjcSTCHDEFFDDRxYIVczeiumAKEKNDapsQ/Dmv7wIrdOaZ/n2rFq/LOIooUN0hE6Qh85RHV2jBmoiihR6Rq/ozXlyXpx 352PWuuQUMwfoj5zPH28LknM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CuuH0AEdPL63WrIKCPGgjbO/O6Y=">AAAB9XicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRbBVZkRQZdFN66kgr1AZyyZzJk2NpMMSUYpQ9/DjQtF3Pou7nwb03YW2vpD4OM/53BO/jDlTBvX/XaWl ldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvLTFFoUsml6oREA2cCmoYZDp1UAUlCDu1weDWptx9BaSbFnRmlECSkL1jMKDHWuvdTJaNe/uBzwDfjXqXq1typ8CJ4BVRRoUav8uVHkmYJCEM50brruakJcqIMoxzGZT/TkBI6JH3oWhQkAR3k06vH+Ng6EY6lsk8YPHV/T+Qk0XqUhLYzIWag52sT879aNzPxRZAzkWYGBJ0tijOOjcSTCHDEFFDDRxYIVczeiumAKEKNDapsQ/Dmv7wIrdOaZ/n2rFq/LOIooUN0hE6Qh85RHV2jBmoiihR6Rq/ozXlyXpx 352PWuuQUMwfoj5zPH28LknM=</latexit>Tr
⇣
<latexit sha1_base64="ASSlC2SDzKfZ9qk97r4jHulgjZg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxF L3js9bXqEs3wSJ0VWZE0GWpG5cV+oLOUDJp2oYmmSHJFMrQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+RECWfaeN63s7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5y6Z+cdHaeK0DaJeax6EdaUM0nbhhlOe 4miWEScdqPpQ+53Z1RpFsuWmSc0FHgs2YgRbKw0cN1AYDNRImupRdBg4+rArXg1bwm0SfyCVKBAc+B+BcOYpIJKQzjWuu97iQkzrAwjnC7KQappgskUj2nfUokF1WG2TL5A11YZol Gs7JMGLdXfGxkWWs9FZCfznHrdy8X/vH5qRvdhxmSSGirJ6tAo5cjEKK8BDZmixPC5JZgoZrMiMsEKE2PLKtsS/PUvb5LOTc23/Om2Um8UdZTgEq6gCj7cQR0eoQltIDCDZ3iFNy dzXpx352M1uuUUOxfwB87nD3Kdk4Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASSlC2SDzKfZ9qk97r4jHulgjZg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxF L3js9bXqEs3wSJ0VWZE0GWpG5cV+oLOUDJp2oYmmSHJFMrQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+RECWfaeN63s7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5y6Z+cdHaeK0DaJeax6EdaUM0nbhhlOe 4miWEScdqPpQ+53Z1RpFsuWmSc0FHgs2YgRbKw0cN1AYDNRImupRdBg4+rArXg1bwm0SfyCVKBAc+B+BcOYpIJKQzjWuu97iQkzrAwjnC7KQappgskUj2nfUokF1WG2TL5A11YZol Gs7JMGLdXfGxkWWs9FZCfznHrdy8X/vH5qRvdhxmSSGirJ6tAo5cjEKK8BDZmixPC5JZgoZrMiMsEKE2PLKtsS/PUvb5LOTc23/Om2Um8UdZTgEq6gCj7cQR0eoQltIDCDZ3iFNy dzXpx352M1uuUUOxfwB87nD3Kdk4Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASSlC2SDzKfZ9qk97r4jHulgjZg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxF L3js9bXqEs3wSJ0VWZE0GWpG5cV+oLOUDJp2oYmmSHJFMrQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+RECWfaeN63s7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5y6Z+cdHaeK0DaJeax6EdaUM0nbhhlOe 4miWEScdqPpQ+53Z1RpFsuWmSc0FHgs2YgRbKw0cN1AYDNRImupRdBg4+rArXg1bwm0SfyCVKBAc+B+BcOYpIJKQzjWuu97iQkzrAwjnC7KQappgskUj2nfUokF1WG2TL5A11YZol Gs7JMGLdXfGxkWWs9FZCfznHrdy8X/vH5qRvdhxmSSGirJ6tAo5cjEKK8BDZmixPC5JZgoZrMiMsEKE2PLKtsS/PUvb5LOTc23/Om2Um8UdZTgEq6gCj7cQR0eoQltIDCDZ3iFNy dzXpx352M1uuUUOxfwB87nD3Kdk4Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASSlC2SDzKfZ9qk97r4jHulgjZg=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxF L3js9bXqEs3wSJ0VWZE0GWpG5cV+oLOUDJp2oYmmSHJFMrQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8ZMOwttPRA4nHMv9+RECWfaeN63s7W9s7u3XzooHx4dn5y6Z+cdHaeK0DaJeax6EdaUM0nbhhlOe 4miWEScdqPpQ+53Z1RpFsuWmSc0FHgs2YgRbKw0cN1AYDNRImupRdBg4+rArXg1bwm0SfyCVKBAc+B+BcOYpIJKQzjWuu97iQkzrAwjnC7KQappgskUj2nfUokF1WG2TL5A11YZol Gs7JMGLdXfGxkWWs9FZCfznHrdy8X/vH5qRvdhxmSSGirJ6tAo5cjEKK8BDZmixPC5JZgoZrMiMsEKE2PLKtsS/PUvb5LOTc23/Om2Um8UdZTgEq6gCj7cQR0eoQltIDCDZ3iFNy dzXpx352M1uuUUOxfwB87nD3Kdk4Q=</latexit>
⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="5B+vEooc9O0uhsvVDWiMZWypRGc=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeimJCHos9eKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0 NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Dw8rRcUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjYJL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+G5Wbz+h0jyRj2aSYhDToeQRZ9RYy+81+PCyX6m6NXcusgpeAVUo1OxXvnqDhGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwKn5V6mMaVsTIfYtShpjDrI58tOybl1BiRKlH3SkLn7eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvVybmf/VupmJboOcyzQzKNnioygTxCRkdjkZcIXMiIkFyhS3uxI2oo oyY/Mp2xC85ZNXoXVV8yw/XFfrjSKOEpzCGVyABzdQh3togg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuaU8ycwB85nz8wb45D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5B+vEooc9O0uhsvVDWiMZWypRGc=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeimJCHos9eKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0 NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Dw8rRcUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjYJL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+G5Wbz+h0jyRj2aSYhDToeQRZ9RYy+81+PCyX6m6NXcusgpeAVUo1OxXvnqDhGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwKn5V6mMaVsTIfYtShpjDrI58tOybl1BiRKlH3SkLn7eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvVybmf/VupmJboOcyzQzKNnioygTxCRkdjkZcIXMiIkFyhS3uxI2oo oyY/Mp2xC85ZNXoXVV8yw/XFfrjSKOEpzCGVyABzdQh3togg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuaU8ycwB85nz8wb45D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5B+vEooc9O0uhsvVDWiMZWypRGc=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeimJCHos9eKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0 NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Dw8rRcUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjYJL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+G5Wbz+h0jyRj2aSYhDToeQRZ9RYy+81+PCyX6m6NXcusgpeAVUo1OxXvnqDhGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwKn5V6mMaVsTIfYtShpjDrI58tOybl1BiRKlH3SkLn7eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvVybmf/VupmJboOcyzQzKNnioygTxCRkdjkZcIXMiIkFyhS3uxI2oo oyY/Mp2xC85ZNXoXVV8yw/XFfrjSKOEpzCGVyABzdQh3togg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuaU8ycwB85nz8wb45D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5B+vEooc9O0uhsvVDWiMZWypRGc=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEIeimJCHos9eKxgmkLbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0 NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvX/XbW1jc2t7ZLO+Xdvf2Dw8rRcUsnmWLos0QkqhNSjYJL9A03AjupQhqHAtvh+G5Wbz+h0jyRj2aSYhDToeQRZ9RYy+81+PCyX6m6NXcusgpeAVUo1OxXvnqDhGUxSsME1brruakJcqoMZwKn5V6mMaVsTIfYtShpjDrI58tOybl1BiRKlH3SkLn7eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvVybmf/VupmJboOcyzQzKNnioygTxCRkdjkZcIXMiIkFyhS3uxI2oo oyY/Mp2xC85ZNXoXVV8yw/XFfrjSKOEpzCGVyABzdQh3togg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PReuaU8ycwB85nz8wb45D</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit>
ri
<latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit>
ri
<latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit>
ri
<latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oI29nmKD+AgjkybMtjqXgOBckLE=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtM u3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfdF3236tW8ucgq+AVUoVCj7371BgnLYq6QSWpM1/dSDHKqUTDJp5VeZnhK2ZgOedeiojE3QT5 fdUrOrDMgUaLtU0jm7u+JnMbGTOLQdsYUR2a5NjP/q3UzjK6DXKg0Q67Y4qMokwQTMrubDITmDOXEAmVa2F0JG1FNGdp0KjYEf/nkVWhd1HzL95fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cj5/AFdujdI=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="oNTQJrR9IEG2UkmBnh6CSZqp0ds=">AAACL3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1KO XxSLoQUnagh6LgngqClYLTS2b7aZdutmE3RehhPwjL/6VXkQU8eq/cNsG0erAwjAzj7dv/FhwDY7zYs3NLywuLRdWiqtr6xub9tb2rY4SRVmDRiJSTZ9oJrhkDeAgWDNWjIS+YHf+4Hzs3z0wpXkkb2AYs3ZI epIHnBIwUse+wF6gCE3dLK3c1zNPsAAOplIlS6uZp3ivD4f38qdjwuVvJ60fyaxjl5xjZwL8l7g5KaEcVx175HUjmoRMAhVE65brxNBOiQJOBcuKXqJZTOiA9FjLUElCptvp5N4M7xuli4NImScBT9SfEykJt R6GvkmGBPp61huL/3mtBILTdsplnACTdLooSASGCI/Lw12uGAUxNIRQxc1fMe0TUwmYioumBHf25L/ktnzsGn5dLdXO8joKaBftoQPkohNUQ5foCjUQRY9ohF7Rm/VkPVvv1sc0OmflMzvoF6zPLzjzqcg=</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="oNTQJrR9IEG2UkmBnh6CSZqp0ds=">AAACL3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1KO XxSLoQUnagh6LgngqClYLTS2b7aZdutmE3RehhPwjL/6VXkQU8eq/cNsG0erAwjAzj7dv/FhwDY7zYs3NLywuLRdWiqtr6xub9tb2rY4SRVmDRiJSTZ9oJrhkDeAgWDNWjIS+YHf+4Hzs3z0wpXkkb2AYs3ZI epIHnBIwUse+wF6gCE3dLK3c1zNPsAAOplIlS6uZp3ivD4f38qdjwuVvJ60fyaxjl5xjZwL8l7g5KaEcVx175HUjmoRMAhVE65brxNBOiQJOBcuKXqJZTOiA9FjLUElCptvp5N4M7xuli4NImScBT9SfEykJt R6GvkmGBPp61huL/3mtBILTdsplnACTdLooSASGCI/Lw12uGAUxNIRQxc1fMe0TUwmYioumBHf25L/ktnzsGn5dLdXO8joKaBftoQPkohNUQ5foCjUQRY9ohF7Rm/VkPVvv1sc0OmflMzvoF6zPLzjzqcg=</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="oNTQJrR9IEG2UkmBnh6CSZqp0ds=">AAACL3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1KO XxSLoQUnagh6LgngqClYLTS2b7aZdutmE3RehhPwjL/6VXkQU8eq/cNsG0erAwjAzj7dv/FhwDY7zYs3NLywuLRdWiqtr6xub9tb2rY4SRVmDRiJSTZ9oJrhkDeAgWDNWjIS+YHf+4Hzs3z0wpXkkb2AYs3ZI epIHnBIwUse+wF6gCE3dLK3c1zNPsAAOplIlS6uZp3ivD4f38qdjwuVvJ60fyaxjl5xjZwL8l7g5KaEcVx175HUjmoRMAhVE65brxNBOiQJOBcuKXqJZTOiA9FjLUElCptvp5N4M7xuli4NImScBT9SfEykJt R6GvkmGBPp61huL/3mtBILTdsplnACTdLooSASGCI/Lw12uGAUxNIRQxc1fMe0TUwmYioumBHf25L/ktnzsGn5dLdXO8joKaBftoQPkohNUQ5foCjUQRY9ohF7Rm/VkPVvv1sc0OmflMzvoF6zPLzjzqcg=</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="oNTQJrR9IEG2UkmBnh6CSZqp0ds=">AAACL3icbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1KO XxSLoQUnagh6LgngqClYLTS2b7aZdutmE3RehhPwjL/6VXkQU8eq/cNsG0erAwjAzj7dv/FhwDY7zYs3NLywuLRdWiqtr6xub9tb2rY4SRVmDRiJSTZ9oJrhkDeAgWDNWjIS+YHf+4Hzs3z0wpXkkb2AYs3ZI epIHnBIwUse+wF6gCE3dLK3c1zNPsAAOplIlS6uZp3ivD4f38qdjwuVvJ60fyaxjl5xjZwL8l7g5KaEcVx175HUjmoRMAhVE65brxNBOiQJOBcuKXqJZTOiA9FjLUElCptvp5N4M7xuli4NImScBT9SfEykJt R6GvkmGBPp61huL/3mtBILTdsplnACTdLooSASGCI/Lw12uGAUxNIRQxc1fMe0TUwmYioumBHf25L/ktnzsGn5dLdXO8joKaBftoQPkohNUQ5foCjUQRY9ohF7Rm/VkPVvv1sc0OmflMzvoF6zPLzjzqcg=</l atexit>
FIG. 8. Identities for our protocol with local unitaries. (a)
MPO representation of multi-site indexed operators. (b)
Correlations between two measurements with A = W (t),
B = V †W (t)V .
Haar scrambling. We show in Fig. 9(b-c) the evaluation
of 〈W (t)〉u,n=0,1〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 , which can be adapted to
derive 〈W (t)〉u,n〈W (t)〉u,k0 by replacing V by the iden-
tity matrix. Since u is a product of local random uni-
taries, we could use the decomposition X = X[L]1⊗ . . . ,
X[L]1 = ⊗i≤LuiXiu†i , for X = r, ρ. We also used the




2L − 1 O1(t) =
−1
2L+1 − 1 . (B1)
Appendix C: OTOCs for many body localization
To describe analytically the behavior of OTOCs in
the MBL phase [24, 25], we consider the `-bit model
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1
4L   1
<latexit sha1_base64="oWZxJ8MN xU7zwBUQ5PNSGiLuEBs=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WS6Mu3QwWwY0lk UJdFt24cFHBXqCNZTKdtEMnkzAzEWrIk7hxoYhbH8Wdb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85 nDO/H3OmtON8W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b79sHxy2VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY 57caS4tDntONPrmf1ziOVikXiXk9j6oV4JFjACNbGGtjlfiAxSd0srT3cn rvZwK44VWcutApuDhXI1RzYX/1hRJKQCk04VqrnOrH2Uiw1I5xmpX6iaIzJ BI9oz6DAIVVeOj88Q6fGGaIgkuYJjebu74kUh0pNQ990hliP1XJtZv5X6yU 6uPRSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hWQpoyCQlmk8NYCKZuRWRMTZJaJNVyYTgLn95Fd oXVdfwXa3SuMrjKMIxnMAZuFCHBtxAE1pAIIFneIU368l6sd6tj0Vrwcpnj uCPrM8f6lKSlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oWZxJ8MN xU7zwBUQ5PNSGiLuEBs=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WS6Mu3QwWwY0lk UJdFt24cFHBXqCNZTKdtEMnkzAzEWrIk7hxoYhbH8Wdb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85 nDO/H3OmtON8W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b79sHxy2VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY 57caS4tDntONPrmf1ziOVikXiXk9j6oV4JFjACNbGGtjlfiAxSd0srT3cn rvZwK44VWcutApuDhXI1RzYX/1hRJKQCk04VqrnOrH2Uiw1I5xmpX6iaIzJ BI9oz6DAIVVeOj88Q6fGGaIgkuYJjebu74kUh0pNQ990hliP1XJtZv5X6yU 6uPRSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hWQpoyCQlmk8NYCKZuRWRMTZJaJNVyYTgLn95Fd oXVdfwXa3SuMrjKMIxnMAZuFCHBtxAE1pAIIFneIU368l6sd6tj0Vrwcpnj uCPrM8f6lKSlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oWZxJ8MN xU7zwBUQ5PNSGiLuEBs=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WS6Mu3QwWwY0lk UJdFt24cFHBXqCNZTKdtEMnkzAzEWrIk7hxoYhbH8Wdb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85 nDO/H3OmtON8W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b79sHxy2VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY 57caS4tDntONPrmf1ziOVikXiXk9j6oV4JFjACNbGGtjlfiAxSd0srT3cn rvZwK44VWcutApuDhXI1RzYX/1hRJKQCk04VqrnOrH2Uiw1I5xmpX6iaIzJ BI9oz6DAIVVeOj88Q6fGGaIgkuYJjebu74kUh0pNQ990hliP1XJtZv5X6yU 6uPRSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hWQpoyCQlmk8NYCKZuRWRMTZJaJNVyYTgLn95Fd oXVdfwXa3SuMrjKMIxnMAZuFCHBtxAE1pAIIFneIU368l6sd6tj0Vrwcpnj uCPrM8f6lKSlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oWZxJ8MN xU7zwBUQ5PNSGiLuEBs=">AAAB+HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WS6Mu3QwWwY0lk UJdFt24cFHBXqCNZTKdtEMnkzAzEWrIk7hxoYhbH8Wdb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85 nDO/H3OmtON8W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b79sHxy2VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY 57caS4tDntONPrmf1ziOVikXiXk9j6oV4JFjACNbGGtjlfiAxSd0srT3cn rvZwK44VWcutApuDhXI1RzYX/1hRJKQCk04VqrnOrH2Uiw1I5xmpX6iaIzJ BI9oz6DAIVVeOj88Q6fGGaIgkuYJjebu74kUh0pNQ990hliP1XJtZv5X6yU 6uPRSJuJEU0EWi4KEIx2hWQpoyCQlmk8NYCKZuRWRMTZJaJNVyYTgLn95Fd oXVdfwXa3SuMrjKMIxnMAZuFCHBtxAE1pAIIFneIU368l6sd6tj0Vrwcpnj uCPrM8f6lKSlg==</latexit>
2L<latexit sha1_base64="0QST y43xGnTDAdP1Fw9gzixg/2Q=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/Izx K2ppsxgEq3AXBC2DNhYWEc0HJGfY28wlS/b2jt09IRz5CTYWitj 6i+z8N26SKzTxhYWHd2bYmTdIBNfGdb+dldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b 790cNjUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh6Wm89odI8 lg9mnKAf0YHkIWfUWOu++njbK5XdijsTWQYvhzLkqvdKX91+zN IIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTYjfVmFA2ogPsWJQ0Qu1ns1Un5NQ6f RLGyj5pyMz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXqxNzf9qndSEl37GZZIalGz +UZgKYmIyvZv0uUJmxNgCZYrbXQkbUkWZsekUbQje4snL0KxWPM t35+XaVR5HAY7hBM7AgwuowQ3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0r Tj5zBH/kfP4AyGaNdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QST y43xGnTDAdP1Fw9gzixg/2Q=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/Izx K2ppsxgEq3AXBC2DNhYWEc0HJGfY28wlS/b2jt09IRz5CTYWitj 6i+z8N26SKzTxhYWHd2bYmTdIBNfGdb+dldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b 790cNjUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh6Wm89odI8 lg9mnKAf0YHkIWfUWOu++njbK5XdijsTWQYvhzLkqvdKX91+zN IIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTYjfVmFA2ogPsWJQ0Qu1ns1Un5NQ6f RLGyj5pyMz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXqxNzf9qndSEl37GZZIalGz +UZgKYmIyvZv0uUJmxNgCZYrbXQkbUkWZsekUbQje4snL0KxWPM t35+XaVR5HAY7hBM7AgwuowQ3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0r Tj5zBH/kfP4AyGaNdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QST y43xGnTDAdP1Fw9gzixg/2Q=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/Izx K2ppsxgEq3AXBC2DNhYWEc0HJGfY28wlS/b2jt09IRz5CTYWitj 6i+z8N26SKzTxhYWHd2bYmTdIBNfGdb+dldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b 790cNjUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh6Wm89odI8 lg9mnKAf0YHkIWfUWOu++njbK5XdijsTWQYvhzLkqvdKX91+zN IIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTYjfVmFA2ogPsWJQ0Qu1ns1Un5NQ6f RLGyj5pyMz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXqxNzf9qndSEl37GZZIalGz +UZgKYmIyvZv0uUJmxNgCZYrbXQkbUkWZsekUbQje4snL0KxWPM t35+XaVR5HAY7hBM7AgwuowQ3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0r Tj5zBH/kfP4AyGaNdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QST y43xGnTDAdP1Fw9gzixg/2Q=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/Izx K2ppsxgEq3AXBC2DNhYWEc0HJGfY28wlS/b2jt09IRz5CTYWitj 6i+z8N26SKzTxhYWHd2bYmTdIBNfGdb+dldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b 790cNjUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh6Wm89odI8 lg9mnKAf0YHkIWfUWOu++njbK5XdijsTWQYvhzLkqvdKX91+zN IIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTYjfVmFA2ogPsWJQ0Qu1ns1Un5NQ6f RLGyj5pyMz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXqxNzf9qndSEl37GZZIalGz +UZgKYmIyvZv0uUJmxNgCZYrbXQkbUkWZsekUbQje4snL0KxWPM t35+XaVR5HAY7hBM7AgwuowQ3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+5q0r Tj5zBH/kfP4AyGaNdA==</latexit> r1

















<latexit sha1_base64="M1joR3MR7 sN2buFfpBHfmrtNj6k=">AAAB8nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCnose vFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbnbD7kQoIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gIbt Dzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWshRsG6iGYlDwTr h5G5W7zwxbbiSjzhNWBCTkeQRpwSt1etHmtDMz7PLfFCteXVvLncV/AJqUKg5q H71h4qmMZNIBTGm53sJBhnRyKlgeaWfGpYQOiEj1rMoScxMkM1Xzt0z6wzdSG n7JLpz9/dERmJjpnFoO2OCY7Ncm5n/1XopRjdBxmWSIpN08VGUCheVO7vfHXL NKIqpBUI1t7u6dExsCmhTqtgQ/OWTV6F9UfctP1zVGrdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoQH30 IQWUFDwDK/w5qDz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOZ8/OseRNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M1joR3MR7 sN2buFfpBHfmrtNj6k=">AAAB8nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCnose vFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbnbD7kQoIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gIbt Dzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWshRsG6iGYlDwTr h5G5W7zwxbbiSjzhNWBCTkeQRpwSt1etHmtDMz7PLfFCteXVvLncV/AJqUKg5q H71h4qmMZNIBTGm53sJBhnRyKlgeaWfGpYQOiEj1rMoScxMkM1Xzt0z6wzdSG n7JLpz9/dERmJjpnFoO2OCY7Ncm5n/1XopRjdBxmWSIpN08VGUCheVO7vfHXL NKIqpBUI1t7u6dExsCmhTqtgQ/OWTV6F9UfctP1zVGrdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoQH30 IQWUFDwDK/w5qDz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOZ8/OseRNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M1joR3MR7 sN2buFfpBHfmrtNj6k=">AAAB8nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCnose vFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbnbD7kQoIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gIbt Dzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWshRsG6iGYlDwTr h5G5W7zwxbbiSjzhNWBCTkeQRpwSt1etHmtDMz7PLfFCteXVvLncV/AJqUKg5q H71h4qmMZNIBTGm53sJBhnRyKlgeaWfGpYQOiEj1rMoScxMkM1Xzt0z6wzdSG n7JLpz9/dERmJjpnFoO2OCY7Ncm5n/1XopRjdBxmWSIpN08VGUCheVO7vfHXL NKIqpBUI1t7u6dExsCmhTqtgQ/OWTV6F9UfctP1zVGrdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoQH30 IQWUFDwDK/w5qDz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOZ8/OseRNA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M1joR3MR7 sN2buFfpBHfmrtNj6k=">AAAB8nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCnose vFYwX5AG8pmu2mXbnbD7kQoIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gIbt Dzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWshRsG6iGYlDwTr h5G5W7zwxbbiSjzhNWBCTkeQRpwSt1etHmtDMz7PLfFCteXVvLncV/AJqUKg5q H71h4qmMZNIBTGm53sJBhnRyKlgeaWfGpYQOiEj1rMoScxMkM1Xzt0z6wzdSG n7JLpz9/dERmJjpnFoO2OCY7Ncm5n/1XopRjdBxmWSIpN08VGUCheVO7vfHXL NKIqpBUI1t7u6dExsCmhTqtgQ/OWTV6F9UfctP1zVGrdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoQH30 IQWUFDwDK/w5qDz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOZ8/OseRNA==</latexit>
 1
6
<latexit sha1_base64="XlGPmWYu o388hj0MnEiDTkkGFhU=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8GJJR NRj0YvHCtYWmlI220m7dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8PMv kEiuDau++2UVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+waOOU8WwxWIRq05ANQousWW4EdhJ FNIoENgOxrfTevsJleaxfDCTBHsRHUoeckaNtfwzP1SUZV6eXeb9as2tuzO RZfAKqEGhZr/65Q9ilkYoDRNU667nJqaXUWU4E5hX/FRjQtmYDrFrUdIIdS +b3ZyTE+sMSBgr+6QhM/f3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ6sTY1/6t1UxNe9zIuk9SgZ PNFYSqIick0ADLgCpkREwuUKW5vJWxEbQrGxlSxIXiLX16Gx/O6Z/n+ota4K eIowxEcwyl4cAUNuIMmtIBBAs/wCm9O6rw4787HvLXkFDOH8EfO5w+qcZFu </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XlGPmWYu o388hj0MnEiDTkkGFhU=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8GJJR NRj0YvHCtYWmlI220m7dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8PMv kEiuDau++2UVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+waOOU8WwxWIRq05ANQousWW4EdhJ FNIoENgOxrfTevsJleaxfDCTBHsRHUoeckaNtfwzP1SUZV6eXeb9as2tuzO RZfAKqEGhZr/65Q9ilkYoDRNU667nJqaXUWU4E5hX/FRjQtmYDrFrUdIIdS +b3ZyTE+sMSBgr+6QhM/f3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ6sTY1/6t1UxNe9zIuk9SgZ PNFYSqIick0ADLgCpkREwuUKW5vJWxEbQrGxlSxIXiLX16Gx/O6Z/n+ota4K eIowxEcwyl4cAUNuIMmtIBBAs/wCm9O6rw4787HvLXkFDOH8EfO5w+qcZFu </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XlGPmWYu o388hj0MnEiDTkkGFhU=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8GJJR NRj0YvHCtYWmlI220m7dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8PMv kEiuDau++2UVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+waOOU8WwxWIRq05ANQousWW4EdhJ FNIoENgOxrfTevsJleaxfDCTBHsRHUoeckaNtfwzP1SUZV6eXeb9as2tuzO RZfAKqEGhZr/65Q9ilkYoDRNU667nJqaXUWU4E5hX/FRjQtmYDrFrUdIIdS +b3ZyTE+sMSBgr+6QhM/f3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ6sTY1/6t1UxNe9zIuk9SgZ PNFYSqIick0ADLgCpkREwuUKW5vJWxEbQrGxlSxIXiLX16Gx/O6Z/n+ota4K eIowxEcwyl4cAUNuIMmtIBBAs/wCm9O6rw4787HvLXkFDOH8EfO5w+qcZFu </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XlGPmWYu o388hj0MnEiDTkkGFhU=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8GJJR NRj0YvHCtYWmlI220m7dLMJuxuhhPwNLx4U8eqf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8PMv kEiuDau++2UVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+waOOU8WwxWIRq05ANQousWW4EdhJ FNIoENgOxrfTevsJleaxfDCTBHsRHUoeckaNtfwzP1SUZV6eXeb9as2tuzO RZfAKqEGhZr/65Q9ilkYoDRNU667nJqaXUWU4E5hX/FRjQtmYDrFrUdIIdS +b3ZyTE+sMSBgr+6QhM/f3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ6sTY1/6t1UxNe9zIuk9SgZ PNFYSqIick0ADLgCpkREwuUKW5vJWxEbQrGxlSxIXiLX16Gx/O6Z/n+ota4K eIowxEcwyl4cAUNuIMmtIBBAs/wCm9O6rw4787HvLXkFDOH8EfO5w+qcZFu </latexit>
r1
<latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit>
r1
<latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit>
r1
<latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit>
r1
<latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lQIphb3ZxX5RFxPPJ2+0wE0HOKM=">AAAB6nicbZBN S8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5hKYdDzvp3S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/4B4etUySacabLJGJ 7oTUcCkUb6JAyTup5jQOJW+H49tZvf3EtRGJesRJyoOYDpWIBKNorQfd9/tu1at5c5FV8AuoQqFG3/3qDRKWxVwhk9SYru+lGORUo2CSTyu9zPCUsjEd8q5FRWNugny +6pScWWdAokTbp5DM3d8TOY2NmcSh7YwpjsxybWb+V+tmGF0HuVBphlyxxUdRJgkmZHY3GQjNGcqJBcq0sLsSNqKaMrTpVGwI/vLJq9C6qPmW7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9 XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/5Hz+AAKOjZo=</latexit>
r[L]1
<latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAu PT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCqzIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20 sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isH hy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7u w5/cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+a zbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32 uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouBH/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4R le4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAu PT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCqzIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20 sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isH hy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7u w5/cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+a zbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32 uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouBH/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4R le4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAu PT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCqzIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20 sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isH hy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7u w5/cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+a zbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32 uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouBH/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4R le4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAu PT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCqzIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20 sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isH hy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7u w5/cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+a zbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32 uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouBH/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4R le4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit>
r[L]1
<latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAuPT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq zIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isHhy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7uw5 /cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+azbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouB H/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAuPT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq zIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isHhy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7uw5 /cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+azbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouB H/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAuPT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq zIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isHhy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7uw5 /cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+azbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouB H/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeJSiSSUjd0LAuPT5MmnNcjPlt0=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq zIjgi6Lbly4qGAvMB1KJs20sZlkSDJCGfoOblwo4tb3cefbmLaz0NYfAh//OYec80ep4MZ63jdaWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39isHhy2jMk1ZkyqhdCcihgkuWdNyK1gn1YwkkWDtaHQzrbefmDZcyQc7TlmYkIHkMafEOqulg7uw5 /cqVa/mzYSXwS+gCoUavcpXt69oljBpqSDGBL6X2jAn2nIq2KTczQxLCR2RAQscSpIwE+azbSf41Dl9HCvtnrR45v6eyElizDiJXGdC7NAs1qbmf7Ugs/FVmHOZZpZJOv8ozgS2Ck9Px32uGbVi7IBQzd2umA6JJtS6gMouB H/x5GVondd8x/cX1fp1EUcJjuEEzsCHS6jDLTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ce8dQUVM0fwR+jzB//Ljrw=</latexit>
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FIG. 9. Proof of Eq. (9) using a diagrammatic approach. In
panels (a-b), the ensemble average is performed over the uni-
taries U leading to the contractions of the red indices. In
panel (c), the ensemble average is taken with respect to the















where hzi are random fields which as we show below have
no effect on the OTOC, Jij = JR,ij exp(−|j−i|/ξ), JR,ij a
random interaction amplitude with probability distribu-
tion f(JR,ij) which we assume uniform in [−Jz, Jz], and
ξ the localization length. We study the behavior of the
OTOCs for the operators W = σxj , and V = σ
x
1 . In the
Anderson case Jz = 0, each `-bit evolves independently,
and we have O(t) = On(t) = 1.
1. Single disorder realization
We now address the general MBL case Jz > 0 and first
consider a single disorder realization of the interaction
matrix (Jij), writing the Heisenberg operators as




















Tr(exp(−4itJ1jσz1σzj )) = cos(4J1jt), (C3)
as already shown in Ref. [24, 25]. We now evaluate
On=0,1(t) using the first line given in Eq. (A3). We first
perform the trace operation with respect to the site j
Trj
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i − ciσ˜zi )
 , (C4)
with σ˜βi (β = x, y, z) the set of Pauli matrices in the
“copy” Hilbert spaceHi associated to site i. We can then
calculate the trace over the remaining sites, for instance:
Trk

















i − σ˜zi )
(C5)
Trk

















i − σ˜zi )
 . (C6)
All the factors which enter in the numerator and in the
denominator in Eq. (A3) are identical, except for the po-
sition k = 1 of the V operator. This leads to
O0(t) =
4 cos(2J1jt)
2 + 2 cos(4J1jt)
4 cos(2J1jt)2 + 2
=
2 cos(4J1jt) + 1
cos(4J1jt) + 2
.
O1(t) = cos(4J1jt). (C7)
2. Averaged OTOCs
Considering now a distribution of the random realiza-
tions of Jij , On=0,1(t) is now obtained from Eq. (A3),
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where the numerator and the denominator are replaced
by their ensemble average. Repeating the above deriva-






we obtain Eq. (13).
3. Simulations of the disordered XXZ model
To describe the OTOCs in the MBL dynamics [24], we




























with hiz sampled from a uniform distribution [−∆,∆].
Appendix D: Numerical simulation with decoherence
To study the competition between scrambling dynam-
ics and decoherence, we considered the kicked Ising
model. The dynamics was calculated from the Lindblad
master equation










H(t ∈ [nT − T
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i − ρσ+i σ−i − σ+i σ−i ρ
]
, (D1)
with initial condition ρ(0) = ρ0, and γ the spontaneous
emission decay rate (identical for each qubit).
Appendix E: Numerical study of statistical errors
Here, we present complementary data to Fig. 7, show-
ing the scaling of statistical errors in our protocol with
global and local unitaries. The results are shown in
Fig. 10. The data confirm that statistical errors for
NM → ∞ decrease as 1/
√
Nu with growing number of
applied random unitaries Nu, independently of L(t) and
N [panels (a-c)]. Panel (d) shows the scaling of statistical
errors with respect to NM for the first modified OTOC.
Appendix F: Robustness of the protocols
In this section we give three example showing how ran-
dom measurements are robust against different kind of
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NM =1 Nu = 2000
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FIG. 10. Additional simulations on statistical errors (a) Scal-
ings of the error E in the estimation of O(t) as a function of Nu
with global unitaries, and NM → ∞. We used two values of
N = 4, 8 (circles, stars). (b-c) Same as (a) for local unitaries
estimating O0,1(t) (here the simulations are independent of
N). (d) Statistical errors for the estimation of O0(t) as a




1. Limited reproducibility of generated random
unitaries
First we analyze the robustness of our protocol with
respect to imperfections in the generation of random uni-
taries. Specifically, we assume that 〈W (t)〉u,ks is ob-
tained from a random unitary matrix u = u1 ⊗ · · ·uN ,
with ui ∈ CUE(2), while the second measurement
〈V †W (t)V 〉u′,k0 is obtained from a slightly different uni-
tary u′ = u′1 ⊗ · · ·u′N which we write as
u′i = Riz(θi1)Riy(θi2)Riz(θi3)ui. (F1)
Here, Riγ denote single qubit rotations for spin i along
the γ axis, and θin are assumed to be random angles
drawn uniformly in [−θ, θ], which represent the unwanted
mismatch between the unitaries u and u′.
a. Analytical understanding of the robustness of the
protocol
To show that our protocol is robust against such im-




ks∈En cks〈W (t)〉u,ks〈V †W (t)V 〉u′,k0∑
ks∈En cks〈W (t)〉u,ks〈W (t)〉u,k0
. (F2)
In first order in θin, we can write u
′ = u +
∑
i,n θinAin,
with Ain = R
′
in(0)u. This leads to
















FIG. 11. Robustness of the protocol with respect to a mis-
match between generated random unitaries in the estima-
tion of the first modified OTOC. The error E is plotted as
a function of the scaling parameter θ2L, for L = 4, 6, 8 and
0 < θ < 0.2 Note that all data points, the error is below 6%.
where the second term vanishes due to θin = 0. This
implies that O˜n(t) = On(t). Our protocol is thus robust
to first order in θ against imperfections of the generated
unitaries. As shown below, the quadratic contribution
scales linearly with the characteristic size L(t) of the op-
erator W (t).
b. Numerical example
We now consider a numerical example for the model of
scrambling presented in Sec. III B, and the estimation of
the first modified OTOC n = 0. To assess the robustness
of statistical correlations, we consider j > L(t) so that
the exact OTOC is O0(t) = 1, and imperfect generated
unitaries as written above.
The numerical results are shown in Fig. 11 and confirm
our analytical treatment: there is no linear correction in θ
in the error E of the estimated OTOC. However, the error
scales as θ2L, showing that the quadratic contribution
does not vanish.
2. Robustness against the depolarizing channel
In the presence of depolarizing noise [38], the realized
quantum state can be written as




with 0 < p < 1 the depolarization probability, I and the
identity matrix, and Utot(t) the desired time-evolution
unitary operator. This translates to the measurement
outcomes [for the sequence shown in Fig. 1 with Utot(t) =
U(t)u (a) and Utot(t) = U(t)V u (b)]
〈W (t)〉′u,ks = (1− p)〈W (t)〉u,ks
〈V †W (t)V 〉′u,k0 = (1− p)〈V †W (t)V 〉u,k0 , (F4)
where we used the fact that W (t) is traceless. Hence,
the two measurements are simply rescaled, and the sta-
tistical correlations are not affected by the depolarizing
channel. This is illustrated in Fig. 7(d), where the nu-
merical simulation (for the same model and parameters
as in Fig. 7(a-c)) shows that the effect of depolarization
can be completely eliminated by performing a sufficient
number of projective measurements NM .
3. Robustness against readout errors
We now show that our protocols are also robust against
readout errors. Here, we consider for concreteness W =
σzj . For each random unitary u, and initial state ks (k0),
we assume that each measurement of the operator is es-
timated as
〈W (t)〉estu,ks = 2P est(t, ↑, u |ks〉)− 1
〈VW (t)V 〉estu,k0 = 2P est(t, ↑, uV |k0〉)− 1, (F5)
where P est(t, ↑, |k〉) is the estimated probability to de-
tect spin j in state ↑ after time evolution from the state
|k〉. We now consider that the estimated probabilities
P est(t, ↑, |k〉) are built from a sequence of NM measure-
ments





with Xi the measurement outcomes obtained with error
probability x:
Prob(Xi = 1) = (1− x)P (t, ↑, |k〉) + xP (t, ↓, |k〉)
= (1− 2x)P (t, ↑, |k〉) + x. (F7)
In the limit of an infinite number of measurements
(NM → ∞), we obtain P est(t, ↑, |k〉) = Prob(Xi = 1),
and thus
〈W (t)〉estu,ks = (1− 2x)〈W (t)〉u,ks
〈VW (t)V 〉estu,k0 = (1− 2x)〈VW (t)V 〉estu,k0 . (F8)
Accordingly, as in the case of the depolarizing channel,
readout errors simply rescale the value of the observables,
i.e., the estimation of On(t) is not affected by readout
errors.
Appendix G: Thermal OTOCs from global unitaries
In this section, we show how our protocol can be ex-
tended to include finite temperature corrections to O(t).
To this end, we employ a high-temperature expansion
of the thermal density matrix ρβ = exp(−βH)/Z, with
H being the many-body Hamiltonian of the system of
interest Z = Tr(exp(−βH)) and β the inverse temper-
ature. Specifically, instead of considering the canonical
finite temperature OTOC
O[ρβ ](t) = Tr(ρβW (t)VW (t)V ), (G1)
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with ρβ a thermal density matrix, we consider a sym-
metrized variant, introduced in Ref. [30],








β V ). (G2)
Here, and in the following, we assume W (t) to be her-
mitian, V to be hermitian and unitary, and all operators
W , V , H to be traceless (which is the case for the spin
models considered in the main text). We employ a high-
temperature expansion of ρβ ∼ (I − βH)/NH + O(β2).
To first order in β we find
OS [ρβ ](t) = O(t)− β
2NH (Tr(HW (t)VW (t)V )
+ Tr(HVW (t)VW (t))) +O(β2). (G3)
We now introduce the statistical correlations
C˜(t) = 〈W (t)〉u,k0〈VW (t)V 〉u,k0〈H〉u,k0 ,
with u global random unitaries of the CUE and 〈A〉u,k0 =





Tr(τ [W (t)⊗ VW (t)V ⊗H]),
with c′ = [NH(NH+1)(NH+2)]−1. This can be rewritten
as
C˜(t) = c′ (Tr(HW (t)VW (t)V ) + Tr(HVW (t)VW (t))) .
Using Eqs. (G3)-(G4), and O(t) = O˜(G)(t), we obtain
OS [ρβ ](t) = O(t)− β
2c′NH C˜(t), (G4)
which shows that OS [ρβ ](t) can be accessed by measur-
ing separately (i) the T = ∞ value O(t) as described in
the main text, and (ii) the additional correlations C˜(t).
This shows that thermal OTOCs are experimentally ac-
cessible by measuring statistical correlations. The addi-
tional requirement compared to the measurement of O(t)
is the measurement of the energy 〈H〉u,k0 of random ini-
tial sates.
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